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Encourages healthier lifestyle for 
both students and staff; focus is 
on setting the tone for future 
contact as opposed to “fixing” 
everything.

Language matters and it holds power. 
The ways in which we communicate 
with students can impact students for 
the remainder of their academic 
journey.

Representation matters for students and the 
institution. Bringing our experiences, struggles, 
and successes into the room can empower 
students to openly discuss their journeys and 
see the value in building a continual 
relationship.
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Background 
- Engagement and nurturing are key 

components of effective advising (Crookston, 
1972; Grites & Gordon, 2000; Harrison, 2009)  

- Structure of meetings consists of 30-minutes 
with students  

- Even advanced learners need skill support 
(Denzine & Pulos, 2000) 

Questions
- How do we address students’ needs in 30 

minutes?
- How do our identities play a role in the 

approach we use when advising and 
coaching students?

Takeaways:  
• The intersectionality of mindfulness, inclusive language, and the experiences of women of color 

impact the ways in which students are advised and coached. 

• It is important to recognize that students’ needs will not all be addressed in 30 minutes. 

• The intentional approach used in the meeting structure and dynamic can dictate how effectively 
the students’ needs are addressed in the duration of the meeting.   

Exercise: Circle one to three of the following actions that you will intentionally practice 
within the next month during your one-on-one meetings with students:

Ask a student 
their preferred 

pronouns  

Focus on one 
main task/goal 

for the 
duration of the 

meeting 

Find a colleague 
that you’re 

comfortable with 
and ask them to 
share how they 

manage 30 
minute meetings

Journal about 
your 

experiences in 
meetings with 

students

Give students 
homework as a 
way to practice 
accountability 

and self-
authorship

Read or listen 
to narratives 
from women 

of color in 
academia

Reflect on how 
your personal 

experiences play 
a role in how you 

conduct your 
meetings


